Human mismatch negativity (MMN) is modelled in rodents and other non-human species to examine its underlying neurological mechanisms, primarily described in terms of deviance-detection and adaptation. Using the mouse model, we aim to elucidate subtle dependencies between the mismatch response (MMR) and different physical properties of sound. Epidural field potentials were recorded from urethane-anaesthetised and conscious mice during oddball and many-standards control paradigms; with stimuli varying in duration, frequency, intensity, and interstimulus interval. Resulting auditory evoked potentials, classical MMR (oddball − standard), and controlled MMR (oddball − control) waveforms were analysed. Stimulus duration correlated with stimulus-off response peak latency (p < 0.0001). Frequency (p < 0.0001), intensity (p < 0.0001), and inter-stimulus interval (p < 0.0001) correlated with stimulus-on N 1 and P 1 (conscious only) peak amplitudes. These relationships were instrumental in shaping classical MMR morphology in both anaesthetised and conscious animals, suggesting these waveforms reflect modification of normal auditory processing by different physical properties of stimuli. Controlled MMR waveforms appeared to exhibit habituation to auditory stimulation over time, which was equally observed in response to oddball and standard stimuli. These observations are inconsistent with the mechanisms thought to underlie human MMN, which currently do not address differences due to specific physical features of auditory deviance. Thus, no evidence was found to objectively support the deviance-detection or adaptation hypotheses of MMN in relation to anaesthetised or conscious mice.
Introduction

Auditory Habituation
Nothing of note Figure 1 : Comparisons between waveforms elicited by oddball and many-standards control paradigms. These are designed to identify any differences between standard, oddball, and control conditions. Observations from these analyses summarily indicated physical sensitivity and habituation of the auditory response. The AEP waveforms from duration, frequency, and intensity many-standards 143 paradigms in urethane-anaesthetised mice are plotted in Figure 2 . The effects of 144 these physical parameters are pronounced. Stimulus duration was directly respon-145 sible for P of f peak latency [F9,130 = 9.50, p < 0.0001]. Stimulus frequency 146 had a significant direct relationship with N 1 peak amplitude [F9,130 = 5.73, p 147 < 0.0001]. However, stimulus frequency did not significantly affect P of f peak 148 amplitude [F9,130 = 1.45, p = 0.175]. On the other hand, stimulus intensity significantly influenced N 1 [F9,130 = 4.91, p < 0.0001] and P of f [F9,130 = 5.01, p 150 < 0.0001] peak amplitudes, both in a direct relationship. Interestingly, lower fre-151 quencies (¡3.75 kHz) appeared to cause a small positive peak amplitude deflection 152 immediately following the N 1 peak. These stimuli are likely nearing the inaudible 153 frequency range for these animals (Ison et al., 2007) . In contrast, low intensity 10 154 kHz stimuli produced a small amplitude N 1 without being followed by a positive 155 amplitude deflection. These observations led to an adjustment of stimulus ranges 156 in the experiment with conscious mice.
Results
157
The classical MMR difference waveforms from duration, frequency and in-158 tensity oddball paradigms in urethane-anaesthetised mice are plotted in Figure 3 .
159
It is evident from each of these waveforms that the respective physical proper- both oddball-and standard-minus-control difference waveforms, although these 178 did not reach the threshold for statistical significance. These minor differences 179 were mainly concentrated at the N 1 peak latency, indicative of onset response ha-180 bituation to repeated stimulation. The AEP waveforms from duration, frequency, intensity and ISI many-standards 183 paradigms in conscious mice are plotted in Figure 5 . Auditory-evoked potential 184 N Figure 2 : AEP waveforms from many-standards paradigms in urethane-anaesthetised mice. This is grand-average data (n = 14). a) Duration-varying stimuli. b) Frequency-varying stimuli. c) Intensityvarying stimuli. Two components of the AEP are identified; a negative amplitude stimulus onset response (N 1) and positive amplitude stimulus offset response (P of f ). Corresponding increasing oddball (+OD), decreasing oddball (−OD), and standard (STD) stimuli from respective oddball paradigms are identified. Note the timescale for duration-varying many-standards control differs from frequency and intensity paradigms. Figure 5 : AEP waveforms from many-standards paradigms in conscious mice. This is grand-average data (n = 20). a) Duration-varying stimuli. b) Frequency-varying stimuli. c) Intensity-varying stimuli. d) Inter-stimulus interval (ISI)-varying stimuli. Three components of the AEP are identified; a negative amplitude onset response (N 1), positive amplitude onset response (P 1), and positive amplitude offset response (P of f ). Oddball (+OD and −OD) and standard (STD) stimuli from the oddball paradigms are labelled in the legend. Note the different timescale for duration many-standards control waveforms. sound cessation (Jung et al., 2013; Takahashi et al., 2004) . Offset responses are 282 known to occur throughout the auditory system at levels of the brainstem (Henry, 283 1985) , inferior colliculus (Brand et al., 2017) , thalamus (He, 2002) and auditory 284 cortex (Qin et al., 2007) in animals/rodents under anaesthesia. These are also ob-285 served in EEG recordings from conscious humans (Hari et al., 1987; Hillyard and 286 Picton, 1978) , although are only tenuously linked with duration MMN (Jacobsen 287 and Schröger, 2003).
288
Both onset and offset responses are reactions to abrupt changes in the auditory 289 environment, although their physiological underpinnings remain to be fully elu-290 cidated (Yamashiro et al., 2009 ). It has been proposed that auditory stimulus-off 291 responses reflect post-inhibitory rebound following auditory stimulation (Kuwada 292 and Batra, 1999; Phillips et al., 2002; Takahashi et al., 2004) . Considering this 293 interpretation, the offset response may reflect the collective activity of inhibitory 294 neurons acting to 'quiet' excitatory neurons in the auditory cortex responding to 295 feedthrough of auditory stimulation from the thalamus. This may be why the onset 296 response peaks before the AEP signal returns towards baseline; then, when au-297 ditory stimulation is removed, we observe an overshoot of the inhibitory signal, 298 which is identified here as P of f . However, it is argued that both onset and off-299 set responses in the auditory cortex involve separate afferent pathways, suggesting 300 that both are independently driven processes (Scholl et al., 2010) . Some research 301 in animals indicates that neurons in the auditory system are fine-tuned to respond 302 to specific duration stimuli by firing an action potential. Short-, long-and band-303 duration tuned neurons are reportedly found in the auditory cortex, as are neurons 304 which fire at tone offset (Galazyuk and Feng, 1997; He et al., 1997) . In the mouse 305 inferior colliculus, duration-tuning properties and stimulus-off triggered neurons 306 have also been reported (Brand et al., 2017) . In the primary auditory cortex of Takegata et al., 2008) . Examination of controlled duration MMR waveforms only illustrated auditory habituation, common to both oddball and standard responses, et al., 2000) . The frequencies and deviances used here are also within the usual range, slightly towards the higher end, applied in rodent MMR studies (Harms 
